We show that a simple, and easily implementable, restriction on the recursive path ordering, which we call the "binary path condition," suffices for establishing termination of extended rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity.
Polynomials can be used to prove termination of rewriting modulo AC when ACequivalent terms have the same interpretation. But this severely restricts the degree of polynomial that can be used. (See [Lan79] and [BL87] .) Path orderings have been commonly used in theorem provers, even for AC-rewriting (see the discussion in [Bjo82, page 350]), despite the fact that they do not establish termination in the AC case (see the counterexamples in [DHJP83] ). Extensions of path orderings have been proposed that do handle associative and commutative functions properly ([BP85] , for example), most recently in [KSZ90] . However, the ordering of [KSZ90] is difficult to implement, because it requires many nondeterministic operations (like pseudocopying; see Section 2).
In this paper, we show that if a rewrite system can be proved terminating using the recursive path ordering (RPO), then it is also AC-terminating--provided that when comparing two terms with the same (or equivalent) AC symbol at their roots, we compare subterms componentwise, rather than as multisets. This criterion can be easily implemented.
We write s ,-~.~ t to denote that s and t are rearrangements using the AC axioms. 
Binary Path Condition
In this section we develop a restricted version of RPO--called "binary path condition"--which can be extended to an AC-compatible reduction ordering. We first show that R,PO, in general, is not AC-compatible. Consider the rule
If we consider b ~-1 a, then we can slmw that f (a,f(a, b) ) ~,,,,, f(b, f(a,a) ), assuming multiset status for f. However, we also have that f(a, f(a, b)) ~oo /(~, f(~, ~)). Clearly, R,PO with lexicographic status is not compatible with the commutativity axiom:
If we now have a ~-i b, then using left-to-right status for f, we have a, b) , which violates irreflexivity. Finally, we show that RP0 on flattened terms is not AC-compatible:
Here f ~i g, and f is AC. Now, we have f (a,a,b) ( a, a, b ) , which violates irreflexivity.
These counterexamples show that RPO with status cannot be extended to an ACcompatible ordering. We therefore define a restricted version of it (~-b~), which uses RPO with status for the non-AC symbols, but uses R.PO without status to compare terms which have equivalent top-level AC operators. Here we use t ~bp~ s to mean t ~ s or t ~'bp~ s. Definition 2.1 (Binary Path Coudition). Let }-I be a well-founded precedence ordering on the function symbols. We have t = f (t~,..., t~) ~-bp~ g(s~,..., s,,) = s iffone of the following holds:
1. ti ~bpcs for some i, 1 < i < u.
2. f>-/g, andt ~b~sj for allj, l<j<m.
3. f ,-.f g, f and g are non-AC, and have the same status, and either 9 f has multiset status, and {tl,..., tn}~raut{Sl,..., am}, or, 9 f has lexicographic status, and -(tl .... ,t,,)~,,,(sl,...,s,,), and -t>-bpesjforallj, l<j<m.
4. f ~j g, f,g are AC, t = f(tl,t2) and s = g(sl,s2), and either (tl,t2) :,-~o,,p (sl,s2) or (tl,tz) ~o,,v (s2,sl) , where (ti,t2) >-~omv (Sl,S'/)iff either tl >-bw sl and t2 ~bp~ s2, or, tl N@c s~ and tz ~bpc el.
To compare terms with variables, we can use the fact that a ground term tot is greater under :'-bp~ than xa (x is a variable), for any substitution q, whenever x occurs in t.
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a rewrite system. If for each rule I --* r E R we have 1 >'bpc r, then R is AC-terminating.
We first recall the definition of AC-RPO (>-,c), on ground terms, due to [KSZ90]. This ordering compares flattened terms. Definition 2.3. Let >-1 be a well-founded precedence ordering on the function symbols. We have t = f(tl,..., tn) ~-~c g(sl,..., Sin) = S iff one of the following holds:
1. ti ~acs for some i, 1 < i < n, where ti N-ace iff ti "~c s or ti Nac s.
2. f~jg, andt;.-~s iforallj,l<j_<m.
3. f "~I g, f and g are non-AC and have the same status, and either 9 f has multiset status, and {tl .... ,t,}~m,t{sl,... ,sin}, or, 9 f has lexicographic status, and --(gi,''', tn) ..., Sin) , and -t ~csj for all j, 1 <3 <m.
f ~1 g, f,g are AC, t = f(T), s = g(S)
, S' = S -T = {sl, ..., s~,} (where "-" denotes the multiset difference performed using ,vat, i.e., terms equivalent with respect to "~,c can be dropped from both T and S), and either 9 k=0andn>m(i.e.,S-T=@andT-S#0),or Also, in this case, either t =~+ f(T'), or, for at least one i, we have instead a strict decrease in ~-~.
* f(T -S) ~* f(T'),
Case 4 of this definition uses tile operation :~, which may be one of the following: pseudocopying, elevation or flattening. Here we briefly explain these notions; for details refer to [KSZ90] . Pseudo-copying is used to allow a single big (that is, with a top-level function which is higher than f in the precedence relation ~'I) subterm on the left-hand side to handle multiple subterms on the right. For example, while comparing the terms tl = f(g(x)) and t2 = f(h(x), h(x)), where f is AC, and g ~-/f ~-1 h, we can say that tl ~-,, tz, since tl =~ f(gg(x), gy(x)) ~-~ t2, where gg(x) is a pseudo-copy of g (x) . Note that pseudo-copying is allowed only for big terms which are immediate subterms of the top-level AC operator of the left-hand side term. At times, a big term may be nested further down, in which case elevation is used to bring it up. For example, in comparing f (c(g(x) 
)) with f(h(z), h(x)), where g ~l f :"I h b-i c, we can use the following steps: f(c(g(x))) =~ f(g(x)) ~'a~ f(h(x), h(x)).
Finally, flattening can be used to remove immediate nesting of different AC functions which have the same precedence. For example, we could say f(g(x), y) =~ f(x, y), if jr NI g, and f and g are AC. The essential idea in this ordering is to partition the subterms of the AC functions and compare the components, using =V to make the relation transitive. It is shown in [KSZ90] that this ordering is well-founded and AC-compatible.
We are ready for a proof of the theorem:
Proof. We show that for any two terms s and t, if t :'-br, s then t ~** ~, by induction on the sizes of s and t. There are several cases to be considered, depending on the possibile reasons why t Y'brr s. We assume that t is of the form f (tl,... ,in) and s is 9(sl,... ,s,~). (g(sla,sl.2),g(sz.l,s2 .2)), and so forth. However, in each case, we have "5 = g(s '~,..., s'k) , where each s~, 1 < j _< k, is either a subterm of sl or of s2.
Therefore, we have ~ ~-~, ~.
3. If f and g are both non-AC, and f ,,,/g, then we can use the inductive hypothesis on the flatten subterms of s, and then the proposition follows. We have shown that the relation ~-bp~ is embedded in the AC-compatible reduction ordering ~-,c. Therefore, the binary path condition is sufficient for proving AC-termination. It is important to note that the relation (~'bpr defined here is not really an ordering, because it is not transitive. For example, if we have the precedence relation g ~-! f ~-I h, then we can show that (here f is AC, while g and h are non-AC)
f(g(x), g(y)) ~bp~ f(f(x, x), f(y, y)) "~a~ f(f(x, y), f(x, y)) ~br~ f(h(x, y), h(x, y)).
However, it is the case that f(g(x), 9(y)) ~bpc f (h(x, y), h(x, y) ). The interesting point about ~'bp~ is that it is easy to implement; much easier than the ordering of [KSZ90].
Examples
The binary path condition developed in the previous section, like and unlike [BP85] , has no restriction on the precedence relation ~'t, and can therefore be used to prove termination of a large class of rewrite systems.
Two examples follow: 
Discussion
We have considered a simple restriction on RPO that can be extended to an AC-compatible ordering. The restriction disallows comparison of two terms with equivalent top-level AC functions when both subterms on the right-hand side are dominated by only one subterm on the left-hand side. Independently, Bachmair [Bac92] has presented an AC-compatible rewrite-relation, also based on [KSZ90], and proved its termination using a minimal counterexample argument. Our termination condition is essentially the same as one rewrite step of [Bac92] , with the possibility of multiset status added. It is believed that the transitive closure of this relation is identical to the ordering in [KSZ90], but this remains to be proved.
It will be interesting to be able to extend the relation defined here to cases where simple multiset comparisons may be allowed for subterms of the AC-terms.
